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Previews Highlights
ITEM! X-Men: Gold (ITEM
0777) will be helmed by writer
Marc Guggenheim, a name readers may associate more with DC,
as he’s one of the creative forces
behind The CW’s Arrow, but he’s
no stranger to Marvel, with previous runs on Amazing Spider-Man
and Wolverine. He’s joined by
artist Adrian Syaf, most recently
seen on DC’s Green Lanterns,
who’ll be tasked with drawing a
more matured team of X-Men than
their cooler-colored counterparts.
Kitty Pride will lead the team upon
her return from her space-faring
adventures with the Guardians of the
Galaxy, and she’ll be joining up with
the core of the current “Extraordinary”
team, which includes Nightcrawler,
Colossus, Storm and the Old Man
Logan version of Wolverine. Rachel
Grey, the time-travelling daughter of Cyclops and Jean
Grey, who will be given a new identity for the series,
Prestige. Syaf has provided her with a new costume as well,
which seems heavily inspired by the garb of the Shi’ar’s
Gladiator. This has interesting implications for the character,
who has been attacked by the Shi’ar Empire on numerous
occasions thanks to her connection with the Phoenix Force.
Guggenheim didn’t comment on the Shi’ar, but he did mention that the team would be facing a new Brotherhood of
Evil Mutants, and would be focusing on the persecution of
mutants in a modern context.
ITEM! X-Men: Blue (ITEM 0767) will be the home of
the original five X-Men, Cyclops, Jean Grey, Iceman, Beast
and Angel, who’ve been time-displaced to the current day
for a few years now. The title will be written by current
Uncanny X-Men writer Cullen Bunn and artist Jorge
Molina, hot off a run on the publisher’s smash-hit Star Wars
title. This will presumably be replacing the current All-New
X-Men title, where the teens are joined by fellow young
mutants Kid Apocalypse, Oya and X-23, the all-new
Wolverine. There’s no word on whether those characters
will be tagging along for the new series, but there is going to
be a surprising character in the mentor position: their most
enduring enemy, Magneto. Having the young X-Men in the
modern day has already led to some interesting stories, and
throwing their oldest foe into the mix as an ally is sure to
provide some of the high-stakes
drama that all the best X-stories are
made of.
ITEM! It appears that the
"New 52" version of Lois Lane
may be back from the dead in
Superwoman #9 (ITEM 0172),
and what’s more, she may be
back in the cape as Superwoman
– alongside Lana Lang. But the
ominous cover, and the solicit
text which says the “mantle of
Superwoman” will be decided
in this issue, may indicate that
there will still be only one
Woman of Steel when the dust
settles. Superwoman #9 also
brings in writer K. Perkins to
take over for Phil Jiminez, who
previously wrote and drew the
title. Perkins previously
worked on both Supergirl as
well as a Superman/Wonder
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Woman annual. Perkins is joined by
Steven Segovia, who takes over on art.
ITEM! Eleanor & The EGRET
(ITEM 1092) is a new series from
Aftershock Comics by John Layman and
Sam Kieth that is described as “A slightly surreal tale of an art thief and her sidekick, a talking egret who gets just a bit
bigger after each successful caper, as
they embark on a escalating series of
daring thefts of world-famous paintings, and dodge pursuers in an increasingly weirdly dangerous game of catand-mouse.” The pair worked together
previously on Aliens: Inhuman
Condition for Dark Horse Comics
back in 2012, but are best known for
their respective comics Chew and
The Maxx.
ITEM! The solicitation for Green
Arrow #21 (ITEM 0207) portends
“the biggest Green Arrow story
ever” in the wake of Oliver Queen’s reunion with Roy
Harper, and their clash with the Wild Dogs.
According to the solicitation,
“Buildings will topple. Innocents will
starve. Disease will spread. And
Seattle will die,” at the hands of the
Ninth Circle. And to celebrate this
major arc, legendary Green Arrow
artist Mike Grell will return to the title
to provide variant covers - and who, to
some holds the distinction of writing the
"biggest" Green Arrow stories ever.
ITEM! Meet Sarah, an astronaut
traveling from dead planet to dead planet, talking to the ghosts of the dead
worlds…as she fights to discover the
secret that’s killing the universe. But
Death doesn’t give up its secrets so easily,
and as Death hunts her from planet to
planet, Sarah struggles to maintain the
trust of her crew and her own sanity in the
endless ocean of lives. Every world has a
story, and if she can find the secret tying
them all together, she can save Earth from being the next
world to die. From GROOT and JIMMY KIMMEL LIVE
writer Jeff Loveness and AMERICAN MONSTER, ANIMOSITY: THE RISE artist Juan Doe, comes the chilling,
epic new series WORLD READER (ITEM 1094) that will
be sure to appeal to fans of THE
ARRIVAL, INTERSTELLAR, and THE
EXPANSE.
ITEM! A hard-boiled
detective. A brutal murder.
And a six-foot-tall imaginary panther. Spencer &
Locke (ITEM 1047) is:
"What if Calvin & Hobbes
grew up in Sin City? ".
Written by David Pepose and
illustrated by Jorge Santiago,
Jr., SPENCER & LOCKE follows Detective Locke, who
returns to the scene of his horrific upbringing when his gradeschool sweetheart, Sophie
Jenkins, is found dead in a lonesome back alley. But when
Locke’s investigation dredges up
menacing figures from his traumat-

ic past, there’s only one person he can trust to help him
close the case — his childhood imaginary panther,
Spencer.
ITEM! Riverdale’s resident jock gets the spotlight in
this special one-shot where everything’s Moose in BIG
MOOSE ONE SHOT (ITEM 1196)! Stories by Sean
Ryan, Ryan Cady and Gorf with art by Cory Smith,
Thomas Pitilli and Wilfredo Torres!
ITEM! GODSHAPER (ITEM 1285), an all-new
monthly comic book series from Eisner Award-nominated
writer Simon Spurrier (The Spire, X-Men Legacy) and rising-star artist Jonas Goonface as two unlikely friends
embark on the ultimate road trip to escape their past and
shape their own futures. Discover a world where superpowered gods have replaced technology, and every human
has a private, guardian-deity of their very own…though
unfortunately for Ennay, some exceptions apply. Men and
women like him are Shapers: born godless, but with the
ability to mold and recalibrate the gods of others. Paired
with Bud, a friendly deity without a human, they go on the
road looking for food, shelter, and a paying gig. Despite
their efforts to keep a low profile, Ennay and Bud stumble
upon a mystery that will have lasting ramifications for god
and man alike.
ITEM! This April, more than one
person will know what evil lurks in the
hearts of men as two classic creatures
of the night team up in the first issue of
Batman/The Shadow (ITEM 0253), a
six-issue comic book crossover from
the all-star team of Scott Snyder,
Steve Orlando and Riley Rossmo,In
the series, Batman's investigations
into the murder of one Gothamite
seem to identify Lamont Cranston as
the prime suspect, but there are only
two complications. Firstly, Cranston
is, unbeknownst to the Dark Knight,
none other than the Shadow himself
and secondly, Cranston appears to
have died half a century earlier.
ITEM! Sam Wilson has had his
share of tribulations as Captain
America, but it seems that in April,
he might have had enough. The solicitation for
Captain America: Sam Wilson #21 (ITEM 0828) says the
hero has “hit his breaking point.”Coupled with a cover that
homages Captain America #176 from way back in the 70s
– the issue in which Steve Rogers trades his Captain
America identity for that of Nomad – it seems Sam
Wilson’s days as Cap may be numbered.
ITEM! Spider-Man has a long
history with the X-Men, having
teamed up with them numerous
times, even headlining the shortlived Spider-Man & The X-Men
a few years ago. Now, over in the
universe of Amazing SpiderMan: Renew Your Vows #6
(ITEM 0850), his daughter may
be following in his footsteps,
with an invitation to Xavier’s
school. It’s not a stretch; Peter
Parker may have gotten his
powers from a spider-bite, but
Annie was born with her abilities. This also marks the first
foray into a much larger
Marvel Universe – one with a
classic X-Men line-up, judgMORE >>>

ing by the cover – for Renew Your
Vows.
ITEM! Over the past month,
Marvel Comics has been teasing
an upcoming Captain Americacentric storyline titled “Secret
Empire.” Civil War II: The Oath
shed some new light on what
“Secret Empire” will be about. It
ties back to one of the visions
Ulysses showed the other heroes
during Civil War II. The vision
had Spider-Man, Miles Morales,
holding Steve Rogers’ dead
body on the steps of the Capitol.
It turns out there was more to
that vision that the other heroes
couldn’t see because they were
too focused on the conflict at
hand. Captain America saw it,
though because it’s the vision
he’s been dreaming of. What Captain America saw, as illustrated in the pages from Civil War II: The Oath by Nick
Spencer and Phil Noto, was the United States of America
come under Hydra control. Internment camps for mutants
and Inhumans, the press reporting propaganda at gunpoint,
open Hydra recruitment, Hydra helicarriers policing the
skies, and a legion of Hydra soldiers on the steps of the
Capitol. How does this all come to pass? The same issue
sees Steve Rogers was sworn in as the new director of
SHIELD, as well as the passage of the “SHIELD Bill” into
law. The new law gives SHIELD increased jurisdiction and
power, including the ability to take charge as “top cop” in
the case of an emergency. Also, a Chitauri army from space
is headed towards Earth. So, yes, emergency. It seems like
Captain America’s plan is coming together. We’ll see how
it turns out when Secret Empire (ITEM 0758) kicks off in
earnest.
ITEM! The Sovereigns #0
(ITEM 1469), the oversized 48page launch issue priced at $1.00
retail as the perfect jumping-on
point for new readers! This debut
issue of The Sovereigns brings
together one of the most talented
teams of writers in comics,
including core series writer Ray
Fawkes (Wolverines, Robin:
Son of Batman) and artist
Johnny Desjardins (Justice
League, Vampirella Strikes),
plus additional stories from
Aubrey Sitterson (Street
Fighter X / G.I. Joe), Chuck
Wendig (Star Wars:
Aftermath, Hyperion), and
Kyle Higgins (Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers)!
The Sovereigns #0 is the
beginning of an epic tale that
will change everything you know
about some of comicdom’s greatest and longest-tenured
heroes! Apart, they’ve saved countless lives in hundreds of
world-shattering conflicts. Together, they form a team that
has protected the world in the past, present and future. Now,
they will be reunited one last time to face a threat that will
forever change their legacy and bring them face to face with
their final destiny!
ITEM! The Inhuman Royal Family is headed into space
in Royals, seeking a mystery that relates to their origins. The
solicitation for Royals #1 (ITEM 0803) gives a clue as to
what that mystery may be, making reference to “the Last
Inhuman,” who relates the tale of the Royal Family.But
that’s not all – the identity of the Last Inhuman may be connected to a more immediate question – Black Bolt’s dark
secret, hinted at in the solicitation for Royals #2 (ITEM
0809).
ITEM! Wilson Fisk may be making his rise back to the
top of the New York underworld in his own title, but it looks
like Elektra #3 (ITEM 0873) may introduce another contender to the mantle of the Kingpin – none other than
Arcade, the former X-Men foe and master of complex death
traps. Whether Arcade will have to contend with Fisk for
that title remains to be seen.
ITEM! Silver Sable perished all the way back in “The
Ends of the Earth,” before Peter Parker even traded minds

with Doctor Octopus - although Madame
Web said at the time all was not as it seemed.
Now she’s coming back in Amazing SpiderMan #26 (ITEM 0848), in which Peter Parker
visits her home country of Symkaria, where
his old enemy Norman Osborn has set up
shop. Silver Sable has recently appeared in
Dead No More and Prowler - as a clone. But
the implication here is that this is the return of
the “real” Silver Sable. How she might have
returned remains to be
seen.
ITEM! The
Avengers Unity Squad
has been dealing with the
Red Skull’s theft of
Charles Xavier’s brain for
three volumes of Uncanny
Avengers, and in April, that
conflict will come to an
end.The solicitation for
Uncanny Avengers #22 (ITEM 0843)
lays out in no uncertain terms that the
journey of Professor X’s brain ends
there, as will their struggle with the
Red Skull. But the issue also teases the
series’ biggest surprise ending yet.
ITEM! Now that Marvel has begun
teasing whatever Secret Empire will
turn out to be, it’s pretty clear that Steve
Rogers’ time as an agent of Hydra is
drawing to a close – and the solicitation
for Captain America: Steve Rogers #15 (ITEM 0830) portends the “final throwdown” between Steve and the Red
Skull, while #16 says “Everything has been leading to this
moment.”
ITEM! Meanwhile, over in U.S. Avengers #5 (ITEM
0835), Steve may be shoring up his plans to take on Red
Skull and his version of Hydra, by confronting A.I.M., possibly with the intent to
take control.
ITEM! Ta-Nehisi Coates teams up with
poet Yona Harvey and artist Butch Guice for
Black Panther and the Crew (ITEM 0762),
which takes T’Challa to Harlem and re-teams
him with some of his closest friends. Black
Panther and the Crew sees a team of Marvel’s
most popular black heroes working together to
solve the murder of an activist found dead in
police custody. In addition to Black Panther,
the new title also features his ex-wife Storm,
Luke Cage, Misty Knight and Manifold who
previously worked together as The Crew in the
current ongoing Black Panther title.
ITEM! With the upcoming release of AllNew Wolverine #19 (ITEM 0786), we'll get a
new story arc called "Immune", which will see
the female Wolverine getting a new costume, and
dealing with a new enemy. "Immune" will feature
Laura getting an armored costume whose color
scheme is closer to what Wolverine wore during
his Uncanny X-Force days, only with more armor.
ITEM! Jane Foster has held the mantle of Thor for
some time now, but it looks like Odinson,
the previous wielder of Mjolnir, will
make his way back into her life with
April’s The Mighty Thor #18 (ITEM
0844). But Odinson isn’t the only guest
star popping up in Thor’s world.
They’ll also cross paths with Quentin
Quire, who has unique insight into the
threat that’s bringing them all together –
the Phoenix Force.
ITEM! Ben Reilly, currently acting
under the persona of the Jackal as the villain of The Clone Conspiracy event, will
return to his former persona as the Scarlet
Spider for a brand new series. Ben Reilly:
The Scarlet Spider (ITEM 0798) will be
written by Peter David (Spider-Man 2099)
with art by quintessential Ben Reilly artist
Mark Bagley.
ITEM! The solicitation for Green Arrow
#21 (ITEM 0207) portends “the biggest
Green Arrow story ever” in the wake of Oliver

Queen’s reunion with Roy Harper, and their clash with the
Wild Dogs. According to the solicitation, “Buildings will
topple. Innocents will starve. Disease will spread. And
Seattle will die,” at the hands of the Ninth Circle. And to
celebrate this major arc, legendary Green Arrow artist
Mike Grell will return to the title to provide variant covers and who, to some holds the distinction of writing the
"biggest" Green Arrow stories ever.
ITEM! The Weapon X title that’s launching as part of
“ResurrXion” focuses on a new iteration of
the program that created Wolverine,
Sabretooth, and many other X-Men mainstays – but this time it’s dedicated to exterminating mutants. But there’s a deeper
secret hiding in the new Weapon X – the
program’s mysterious director. While the
solicitation for Weapon X #1 (ITEM
0790) doesn’t give any clues as to who
that may be, the implication is that it’s
someone we’ve seen before.
ITEM! Barry Allen has had his hands
full dealing with dozens of Speedsters
and the villainous Godspeed, but now it
looks like he’s got an even bigger problem on his hands – a traitor in his midst.
The solicitation for Flash #20 (ITEM
0193) has Barry Allen investigating
the theft of the body parts of Central
City’s deceased Speedsters. And, judging by the cover, it might be someone
close to Barry himself.
ITEM! When Bane first appeared in Gotham City back
in the early 90s, he completely changed Batman’s world
by breaking his back, leading to his replacement by JeanPaul Valley. Now, it seems like Bane may be responsible
for sweeping changes in Batman’s reality once again, as
Batman #20 (ITEM 0191) brings “I Am Bane” to a close,
pitting the Dark Knight against the Man Who Broke The
Bat in a one-on-one clash. According to the solicitation,
when the fight is over, “nothing will ever be the same” for
Batman. Maybe he’ll need to dig out his chiropractor’s
phone number again.
ITEM! A major character from The Authority looks to
be returning in The Wild Storm #3 (ITEM 0258)- but
which one? The cover of the issue shows what appears to
be Jenny Quantum, while the text of the solicitation makes
reference to the electrical powers of the similarly named
Jenny Sparks. Is this a kind of coincidence? Could both
Jennys be coming back? Or could the reworking of time
and space have led to a different kind of twist?
ITEM! OK, we already know that Tim Drake is
“dead,” but what about the rest of Batman’s Bat-Family?
According to the solicitation for Detective Comics #955
(ITEM 0205), they’re all “broken or dead” after a clash
with Ra’s al Ghul. Well, except for one – Cassandra Cain,
who has to save the rest of the team herself. 90s Batgirl
fans, this may be the book you’ve been waiting for.
ITEM! April brings a few endings and cancellations
from DC, with a Hanna-Barbera title coming to a close
alongside two recent Vertigo mainstays. Future Quest will
end with #12 (ITEM 0268), which promises to “shape the
Hanna-Barbera action universe forever,” possibly implying some kind of follow-up series.
ITEM! Few characters have had as
many post-“Rebirth” changes as
Superman, whose "New 52" incarnation gave way to the post-Crisis version of the character. Now, even more
changes are coming as April’s Action
Comics #977 (ITEM 0160) kicks off
a month of stories that dig into
Superman’s status quo with an
investigation into the identity of the
mysterious Mr. Oz – a journey that
will lead him to question his own
history. After that, Superman #20
(ITEM 0164) starts a story called
“Superman Black,” which brings
the Kents back to Metropolis, but
may also spell big consequences
for Jon Kent, whose Kryptonian
powers seem to be fading. And
if that wasn't enough, it appears
the newly-minted Superboy is
losing his powers.

